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EARLY COMMUNISM UNDER LENIN

T
he Bolsheviks came to power 
in October, 1917. Vladimir 
Lenin (1870-1924) centralized 

power in the Communist Party and 
served as the head of government from 
1917 to 1924. Joseph Stalin, Leon 
Trotsky, Grigory Zinoviev, Nikolai 
Bukharin, and others served in leader-
ship with him on the Council of People's 
Commissars, or Politburo. They were 
mostly ideologues who had come from 
prison or exile and had little practical 
experience governing, but the Russian 
Civil War taught them practical lessons 
about nationalism, economic policy, food 
distribution, and the effectiveness of 
violence. 

Bread & Control. The Russian Empire had experi-
enced food shortages since World War I began. In 1914, 
Tsar Nicolas II had centralized and nationalized its food 
distribution, resulting in food shortages that led to his 
overthrow in the February 1917 Revolution. The 
Provisional Government in March, 1917 decreed that 
peasants should sell grain to the government at state-
set prices, evoking protests and a black-market grain 
trade. Whoever had bread had power, it seemed.

The Bolsheviks had gained power using the slogan, 
“Land, Bread, and Peace.” Historian 
Anne Applebaum wrote, “The link 
between food and power was some-
thing that the Bolsheviks understood 
very well….Whoever had bread had 
followers, soldiers, loyal friends. 
Whoever could not feed his people 
lost support rapidly.”  

Early Communist Policies. 
Beginning in October, 1917, Lenin 
issued a series of decrees that 
established communism in Russia. 
The Decree on Land (Oct. 1917) 
abolished private property and gave 
peasants land seized from the 
wealthy or the Church. The Decree on 

the Press (Nov.1917), ended freedom of the press. The 
Decree on Popular Education granted a free, secular 
education for all children in Russia. Other decrees 
limited the work day in Russia to eight hours, established 
equality of the sexes, launched literacy campaigns, and 
banned religious instruction in schools. 

The Peasantry. Ukraine was a nation of farmers, or 
“peasants.” Karl Marx, the founder of communism, had 
written that the peasants were an ambivalent resource 
at best.Lenin thought they might be cultivated to become 
revolutionary, and approved of their drive for radical land 

reform, but he found that since many 
Ukrainians owned land, they thought 
more like capitalists and nationalists, 
rather than socialists. 

Russianization. From the begin-
ning, the Bolsheviks wanted to subdue 
Ukrainian nationalism and exploit the 
Ukraine as a source of grain. In Kiev in 
1918, Red Army General Mykhail 
Muraviev ordered “nationalists” shot, 
which included anyone speaking 
Ukrainian in public.  All Ukrainian signs 
were destroyed. There had been 
22,000 Ukrainian Bolsheviks in 1917, 
but this alienated many Ukrainians 
from the Bolshevik party.

Three important early leaders of the early Soviet Union: Joseph Stalin, Vladimir 
Lenin, and Leon Trotsky. Lenin (center) led the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, found-
ed the Community Party, and was the first head of the Soviet state from 1917-1924. 

An early Soviet poster reads, 
“Literacy is the path to communism.” 
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Creation of the Cheka. From the 
beginning, Lenin spoke about the need 
for terror and violence to ensure the 
success of the Socialist Revolution. In 
November, 1917, he declared that "the 
state is an institution built up for the sake 
of exercising violence.” 

To secure his power, Lenin created 
the Emergency Commission for Combat-
ing Counter-Revolution and Sabotage, or 
Cheka, in December, 1917. This was a 
secret police force designed to shut down 
opposition to Bolshevik rule. Targeting 
former Tsarist officials, wealthy citizens, 
or priests, the Cheka sentenced and 
executed those it considered enemies of 
the regime. Over the years, this body had 
many names: GPU, OGPU, NKVD, and finally the KGB.  

Class Warfare. Alexander Shlikhter, appointed 
People’s Commissar of Food Collection in Ukraine in 
1918, found it impossible to purchase grain from 
peasants.  They didn't want to exchange their grain for 
the low prices paid in worthless paper money the 
government offered. Shlikhter urged the lower classes to 
revolt against the upper class and seize their goods. He 
fabricated social classes, called those who opposed 
communist policies or resisted grain collectivization 
“kulaks,” and targeted them.  Kulaks (“wealthy peas-
ants”) and religious groups could not hold meetings, and 
were put under surveillance. 

Food Shortages. In January, 1918, many cities in 
Russia faced food shortages.  Lenin blamed the “kulaks” 
who refused to sell their grain at low government prices. 
He sent telegrams to the Ukrainian front. “For God's 
sake, use all energy and all revolutionary means to send 
grain, grain, and more grain! Otherwise Petrograd may 
starve to death. Use special trains and special detach-
ments, collect and store, escort the trains. Inform us 
every day. For God's sake!”  In May, 1918, Lenin issued 
a requisitioning order that gave armed Bolsheviks 
permission to confiscate grain from kulaks at gunpoint 
and redistribute it in the city to soldiers, factory workers, 
Party members, and other “essential people.”  

War Communism.  From June, 
1918, to March, 1921, War Commu-
nism was established to make sure the 
Red Army had an adequate supply of 
food and weapons. Private enterprise 
was banned. The government nation-
alized all industry and managed it 
centrally. The State took military-like 
control of the railways, took control of 
foreign trade, forced labor duty, and 
introduced food rationing and requisi-
tioning.

Requisit ioning. Under War 
Communism, Lenin authorized armed 
groups to requisition grain by force 
from the peasantry. Red Army soldiers 
or the Cheka took food at gunpoint 

from hungry peasants. In June, 1918, Lenin called for 
the formation of Committees of Poor Peasants to aid in 
requisitioning. 

Stalin was put in charge of “provisional matters in 
South Russia.” He went to Tsaritsyn on the Volga River 
in July, 1918 with 450 Red Army soldiers and two 
armored tanks to collect grain for Moscow. “We won't 
show mercy to anyone, not to ourselves, not to others, 
but we will bring you bread,” he said. In an eerie parallel 
to what he later did in the late 1920s and early 1930s on 
the national level, Stalin created a revolutionary council, 
established a Cheka division, and began to “cleanse” 
Tsaritsyn of counter-revolutionaries. He authorized 

Cheka pin from 1917-1922

Peasants schooled in communist ideology in 1920.

From Endurance: One Family’s Story of Surviving Communism, War, Famine, and the Soviet Gulag, by Anne-Marie Nakhla, c 2018.
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arrests and beatings and mass executions, robbed 
merchants and peasants of grain, and sent it to Moscow.

 “Poor Peasant Committees” (komnezamy) carried 
out grain collections (prodrazvyorstka). These Poor 
Peasant Committees persecuted peasants. Eighty-
seven grain collection teams came from Russia in the 
first half of 1919, consisting of 2500 people. They were 
told to collect grain using any means. Local criminal 
networks participated.  Anyone who had extra stores of 
grain, or opposed Soviet power, was labeled a “kulak.”  
Under the slogan, “Bread for the Fighters, for the 
Salvation of Ukraine,” these teams robbed the country-
side of grain. Schlikhter himself admitted, “Figuratively 
speaking, one could say that every pood of requisitioned 
grain was tinged with drops of workers' blood.”

Many Ukrainians were serving in one of the armies 
fighting in the Civil War. Villages didn't have enough men 
to work the fields. And those who did, had little incentive, 
knowing that their crop would be confiscated. But the 
Bolsheviks persisted in their requisitioning, taking all 
grain, even what was necessary to feed citizens and 
provide seed grain for next year's crop. This resulted in a 
horrendous famine in 1921-22. 

The Red Terror. An unsuccessful attempt on 
Lenin's life sparked the Red Terror in September, 1918. 
The Bolsheviks organized slaughters of the upper 
classes. During this period, the Cheka (secret police), 
established by Felix Dzerzhinsky, carried out mass 
arrests and killings of 10,000-200,000 people. 

The persecutions were class-based. Martin Latsis, 
chief of the Ukrainian Cheka, stated in the Red Terror 
periodical: “Do not look in the file of incriminating 
evidence to see whether or not the accused rose up 
against the Soviets with arms or words. Ask him instead 
to which class he belongs, what is his background, his 
education, his profession. These are the questions that 
will determine the fate of the accused. That is the 
meaning and essence of the Red Terror.” 

Lenin's famous “Hanging Order of 1918” reads: 
"Comrades! The kulak uprising in your five districts must 
be crushed without pity ... You must make example of 
these people. (1) Hang (I mean hang publicly, so that 
people see it) at least 100 kulaks, rich bastards, and 
known bloodsuckers. (2) Publish their names. (3) Seize 
all their grain. (4) Single out the hostages per my 
instructions in yesterday's telegram. Do all this so that 
for miles around people see it all, understand it, tremble, 
and tell themselves that we are killing the bloodthirsty 
kulaks and that we will continue to do so ... Yours, Lenin. 
P.S. Find tough people.”

The Cheka arrested Ukrainian nationalists, mer-
chants, bankers, capitalists, former imperial officers, 
and Cossacks. Using troikas, small revolutionary 
tribunals for rapid sentencing, the Cheka conducted 
mass executions without accountability. They executed 
12,000 Cossacks. The Party tried to curtail its activities 
in February, 1919, stripping it of its powers of tribunal 
and execution, but the Terror continued. 

Cheka interrogators used horrendous torture methods. In 
Dnipropetrovsk, they crucified victims. In Odessa, they tied White 
officers to planks and slowly put them into furnaces or boiling tanks. In 
Kharkiv, they scalped victims. In Kremenchuk, Cheka impaled clergy 
or buried people alive. In Orel, naked prisoners were bound and water 
was poured on them until they became ice statues. 

Violence was rampant 
during the Red Terror 
of 1918. In Vyborg 
county jail, a Red 
Guard contingency 
killed 30 White Guard 
prisoners with hand-
guns and grenades 
during the surrender of 
Vyborg. Victims of Lenin’s Red Terror in Kyiev, 1919.

From Endurance: One Family’s Story of Surviving Communism, War, Famine, and the Soviet Gulag, by Anne-Marie Nakhla, c 2018.
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By 1920, Cheka had 
become the most powerful 
institution in the USSR. In 
1921, i t  had 200,000 
members, and its duties 
inc luded running the 
Gulag, requisitioning food, 
and putting down rebel-
lions. Over the years, it 
would have many names: 
the GPU, OGPU, NKVD, 
and finally, the KGB.

The Gulag is Born. 
From the beginning, Lenin  
advocated using prison 
camps for his enemies. He 
wanted to cleanse Russia of “harmful insects, fleas, 
swindlers, and bugs -- the rich, and so forth.”  In Decem-
ber, 1917, he suggested confiscating their property, 
confining them in prison, dispatching them to the front, 
and making them do forced labor. Prisons began to 
overflow with citizens arbitrarily arrested as enemies of 
the revolution. Churches, basements, attics, and other 
facilities were used as makeshift prisons. A more 
permanent solution was needed.

The first concentration camps were founded in 
1918. Isolated monasteries in remote locations were 
converted into camps and filled with Tsarist officials, 
military leaders, factory owners, landlords, merchants, 
and priests. In these, prisoners were forced to work to 
repay their debt to the regime, away from the eyes of the 
general population. By the end of 1920, 84 camps had 
been established across Soviet Russia, holding about 
50,000 prisoners; by October 1923, this had grown to 
315 camps and about 70,000 inmates. 

Collectivization. In 1919, the Soviet government 
attempted collectivization. It was voluntary at first, but 
very few Ukrainian peasants willingly gave up their 
farms. By 1919, there were only 550 Soviet collective 
farms in the Ukraine. Having little success, the govern-
ment redistributed land to the peasants, who seemed to 
grow grain better than the Soviet collective farms. 

Rebellions. Because of the violence, peasants 
revolted. They deserted the Red Army in large numbers, 

and joined other armies 
f i g h t i n g  f o r  c o n t r o l .  
Peasants attacked the 
Red Army or Bolshevik 
officials in 328 separate 
revolts in June, 1919, and 
the next month, there were 
more  than  200  an t i -
Bolshevik rebellions over 
20 days.  Politically, there 
was chaos; the city of Kiev 
changed hands more than 
12 times in 1919 alone. 

More Violence. The 
Bolsheviks responded 
with violence. “Massacre 

followed massacre in repetitive cycles,” wrote historian 
Anne Applebaum. The peasants' resistance infuriated 
the Bolsheviks: the poor were supposed to support 
them, not fight against them. The Bolsheviks increased 
their brutality, sometimes demanding the murder of 
hundreds of peasants in exchange for one dead 
communist.  In Odessa, Bolshevik leaders armed 2400 
criminals, put them under control of the city's most 
famous crime boss, Mishka the Jap, and let them 
plunder the city. In 1920, 50,000 White Army POWs and 
civilians were executed after surrendering in the Crimea, 
even though White Army General Wrangel had been 
promised amnesty upon surrender.  In May 1922, Lenin 
issued a decree calling for the execution of priests, 
causing between 14,000 and 20,000 deaths.

 End Result. The Bolsheviks had won the revolution 
and nationalized industry, but failed at collectivization. 
They had established a single-party state, but nearly 
ruined Russia’s economy. Forced requisitioning had 
caused a terrible famine. In 1921, Lenin relented from 
his hard push toward socialism and established the New 
Economic Policy, “state capitalism” that allowed for land 
ownership, private enterprise, and trade. 
 In these early years, the Bolsheviks established 
institutions and practices that dominated Soviet commu-
nism in the 20th century: the Gulag, the secret police, the 
use of terror and forced labor, requisitioning teams, and 
food as a weapon. Stalin would capitalize on them all. 

The Soviet Gulag began in 1918. Starting in prisons and POW 
camps, the regime turned to isolated monasteries and then outdoor 
concentration camps to imprison and exploit its enemies.  

From Endurance: One Family’s Story of Surviving Communism, War, Famine, and the Soviet Gulag, by Anne-Marie Nakhla, c 2018.
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